Learning based approaches have not yet achieved their full potential in optical flow estimation, where their performance still trails heuristic approaches. In this paper, we present a novel optical flow pipeline that uses patch-matching with CNN trained features at multiple scales. We show a novel way for calculating CNN based features for different scales, which performs better than existing methods. Furthermore, we introduce a new thresholded loss for Siamese networks and demonstrate that our novel loss performs clearly better than existing losses. It also allows to speed up training by a factor of 2 in our tests. Moreover, we discuss new ways of evaluating the robustness of trained features for the application of patch matching for optical flow. An interesting discovery in our paper is that low pass filtering feature maps can increase the robustness of features created by CNNs. We prove competitive performance of our approach by submitting it to the KITTI 2012 and KITTI 2015 evaluation portals and obtaining the best results on KITTI 2012 and the best for foreground objects in KITTI 2015.
Introduction
In recent years, variants of the PatchMatch [3] approach showed not only to be useful for nearest neighbor field approximation, but with proper modifications also for the more challenging application of large displacement optical flow estimation. So far, most top performing methods like Deep Matching [21] or Flow Fields [1] rely mainly on robust matching strategies, like coarse to fine matching, while they still use rather standard data terms like SIFT [14] for the actual matching.
On the other hand, works like [19, 23] demonstrated that data terms based on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) can be promising. However, most such works just treat patch matching as a classification problem between correct and wrong matches. This completely ignores many practical issues. For instance, it is very important that the data term is not only able to distinguish between completely different patch positions, but it also should be able to determine a position accurately.
By considering that patch matching is not a classification problem but a binary decision problem, we can introduce a new evaluation measure that is better suited for patch matching than ROC or PR curves. Furthermore, we also plot the matching performance for different distances a wrong patch has to the correct patch. We show that this new way of evaluation can reveal interesting properties of different loss functions and scales.
The CNNs used in our tests are trained in a Siamese architecture with L 2 distance [19] . We show that the hinge embedding loss [19] which is commonly used for Siamese architectures and variants of it have an important design flaw: they try to decrease the L 2 distance unlimitedly for correct matches, although very small distances for patches that differ due to effects like illumination changes or partly occlusion are not only very costly but also unnecessary as long as false matches have larger Input size  56x56  52x52  26x26 22x22  18x18  9x9  5x5  1x1  Kernel size  5x5  2x2  5x5  5x5  2x2  5x5  5x5  1x1  Output channels  64  64  80  160  160  256  512  256  Stride  1  2  1  1  2  1  1  1  Non linearity  Tanh  -Tanh  Tanh  -Tanh  Tanh  Tanh   Table 1 : the CNN architecture used in our experiments.
L 2 distances. We demonstrate that we can obtain a significantly higher matching performance by relaxing this flaw.
Furthermore, we integrate our CNN features into the state-of-the-art optical flow method called Flow Fields [1] . Hereby, we present a novel way to calculate CNN based features for the different scales of Flow Fields that performs significantly better than the original approach for CNN features. Doing so we also figured out that low pass filtering a CNN created feature map improves the matching quality.
In short our main contributions are:
1. A novel loss function, that outperformed other state-of-the art losses in our tests clearly and allows to speed up training by a factor of around two.
2. A novel multi scale feature creation approach tailored for CNN features for optical flow.
3. New evaluation measures for patch matching towards optical flow.
4. We show that low pass filtering feature maps created by CNNs improves matching quality.
5. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach by obtaining a top performance in the KITTI 2012 [9] and 2015 [15] evaluation portals.
Related Work
While regularized optical flow estimation goes back to the publication of Horn and Schunck in 1981 [12] , randomized patch matching [3] is a relatively new field, first successfully applied in approximate nearest neighbor estimation where the data term is well-defined. The success in optical flow estimation (where the data term is not well-defined) started with publications like [2, 6] . One of the most recent works is Flow Fields [1] , which showed that with proper coarse to fine patch matching, top performing optical flow results can be achieved.
Regarding patch or descriptor matching with learned data terms there exists a fair number of literature [11, 19, 23, 20] . These approaches treat matching at an abstract level and do not present a full pipeline to solve a problem like optical flow estimation or 3D reconstruction although many of them use 3D reconstruction datasets for evaluation. Zagoruyko and Komodakis [23] compared different architectures to compare patches. Simo-Serra et al. [19] used the Siamese architecture [4] with L 2 distance. They argued that it is the most useful for practical applications.
So far there exist only few approaches that use learning in a complete optical flow pipeline. Mentionable is FlowNet [7] . There, they tried to solve the optical flow problem as a whole with CNNs, having the images as input and the optical flow as output. While the results are good regarding the runtime, they are still far from state-of-the art performance. We think one issue here is that the search for the correct match is also performed by CNNs (instead of PatchMatch), although searching is not known as a strength of CNNs. A first approach using patch matching with CNN based features is Patchbatch [8] , which was recently presented. They managed to obtain the best results on KITTI 2012 [9] due to a novel batch normalization approach and a loss that includes batch statistics. While the batch normalization is a remarkable contribution, their results without this normalization cannot compete with the best approaches that do not use learning. In contrast, our approach performs even better on KITTI 2012, although we do not use advanced batch normalization.
Our Approach
Our approach is based on a Siamese architecture [4] . [19] for a more detailed description). Siamese architectures can -in contrast to other architectures -be extremely speed up at testing time (as neighboring patches share convolutions). This allows reasonable runtimes for optical flow estimation on large images. The network architecture that is used for our experiments is shown in Table 1 . Similar to [5] , we use Tanh non linearity layers as we also have found them to perform better than ReLU for Siamese based patch feature creation.
Loss Function and Batch Selection
The most common loss function for Siamese network based feature creation is the hinge embedding loss:
It tries to minimize the L 2 distance of matching patches and to increase the L 2 distance of non matching patches above m. An architectural flaw that is not or only indirectly treated by existing approaches is the fact that the loss pushes feature distances between matching patches (p 1 ≡ p + 2 ) unlimitedly to zero. We think that training up to very small L 2 distances for patches that differ due to effects like rotation or motion blur is very costly i.e. it has to come at the cost of failure for other pairs of patches. As a result, we introduce a modified hinge embedding loss with threshold t that stops the network from minimizing L 2 distances too much:
We add t to both equations to keep the "virtual decision boundary" at m/2. This is not necessary but makes comparison between different t values fairer.
Furthermore, for reference we also consider the completely gap based loss function [11, 22] that is not bounded to a "virtual decision boundary", but only keeps a gap in the L 2 distance between matching and non matching pairs:
We set l g (p 1 , p
) to obtain a reverse gradient for negative pairs. All three loss functions have in common that the loss (gradient) is sometimes zero. An ordinary approach would still back propagate a zero gradient. This not only makes the approach slower than necessary, but also leads to a variable "real" batch size of training samples, that are actually back propagated. It is a limited issue for l h , where only around 25% of the overall training samples obtained a zero gradient in our tests. However, with l t and l g (and proper t or g ) more than 80% of the samples obtained a zero gradient in our tests.
As a result, we only add training samples to a batch that have a non zero loss. All other samples are rejected without back propagation. This not only increased the training speed by a factor of around two in our tests, but it also improved the training quality by avoiding variable "real" batch sizes.
Training
Our training set consist of several pairs of images (I 1 , I 2 ∈ I all ) with known optical flow displacement between their pixels. We first subtract the mean of each image and divide it by its standard derivation. To create training samples, we randomly extract patches p 1 ∈ I 1 and their corresponding matching patches p distance to it of 2 pixels, but it also allows to sample patches that are far from p + 2 . The exact distribution can be found in our supplementary material.
We only train with pairs of patches where the center pixel of p 1 in not occluded in the matching patch p + 2 . Otherwise, the network would train the occluding object as a positive match. However, if the patch center is visible we expect the network to be able to deal with a partial occlusion.
We use a learning rate between 0.004 and 0.0004, while the learning rate decreases linearly in exponential space after each batch i.e. learnRate(t) = e −xt → learnRate(t + 1) = e −(xt+ ) .
Integration into Flow Fields approach
One of the reasons for the good performance of the Flow Fields approach [1] , which we use for optical flow estimation, is that it compares patches at different scales. While feature maps for different scales can differ, the approach expects feature maps of all scales to be in the full image resolution. This is for the sake of more efficient subpixel optimization at lower scales. To avoid confusion, we will use the term scale to refer to the scales of Flow Fields (with full image resolution) and the term resolution to refer to methods that actually reduce the image in resolution.
The original Flow Field approach does not recalculate feature maps for each scale on different resolutions. Instead, it performs a low pass filter on the feature map of the highest resolution/scale to obtain feature maps for lower scales. They stated that for their used feature (SIFTFlow [13] ) low pass filtering performs better than recalculating the features for each scale on a different resolution.
We observed the same effect with CNN based features -even if the CNN is also trained on the lower resolutions. However, with our modifications shown in Figure 1 , it is possible to obtain better results by recalculating features on different resolutions. We use a CNN trained only on the highest image resolution for the highest and second highest scale. The features for both scales are calculated on the full image resolution. Furthermore we use a CNN trained on 3 resolutions (100%, 50% and 25%) to calculate the feature maps for the third and forth scale at 50% and 25% resolution, respectively. For the multi resolution CNN, the probability to select a patch on a lower resolution is set to be 40% lower than the probability for the respective next higher resolution. For lower resolutions, we also use the distribution N (p + 2 ). This leads to a more wide spread distribution with respect to the full image resolution.
The feature maps created by our CNNs are not used directly. Instead, we perform a 2x low pass filter on them, before using them. Low pass filtering on image data creates invariance while it supports ambiguity (by destroying high frequent information). If we assume that CNNs are not able to create perfect invariance we can expect a similar effect on feature maps created by CNNs. In fact, a small low pass filter clearly increases the matching performance. Reasons for our design decisions in Figure 1 can be found in Section 4.1.
The Flow Fields approach [1] uses a secondary consistency check with different patch size. With our approach, this would require to train and execute two additional CNNs. To keep it simple, we perform the secondary consistency check with the same features. This is possible due to the fact that Flow Fields is a randomized approach. Still, our tests with the original features showed that a real secondary consistency check performs better.
Evaluation Methodology for Patch Matching
In previous works, the evaluation of the matching robustness of (learning based) features was performed by evaluation methods commonly used in classification problems like ROC in [5, 23] or PR in [19] . However, patch matching is not a classification problem, but a binary decision problem. While one can freely label data in classification problems, patch matching requires to choose, at each iteration, out of two proposal patches p 2 , p * 2 the one that fits better to p 1 . The only exception from this rule is outlier filtering. This is not really an issue, as there are better approaches for outlier filtering, like the forward backward consistency check [1] , which is more robust than matching-error based outlier filtering 1 . In our evaluation, the matching robustness r of a network is determined as the probability that a wrong patch p − 2 is not confused with the correct patch p
As r is a single value we can plot it for different cases:
r dist and r f low vary strongly for different locations. This makes differences between different networks difficult to visualize. For better visualization, we plot the relative matching robustness errors E dist and E f low , computed with respect to a pre-selected network net1. E is defined as:
Evaluation
We evaluate our approach on the KITTI 2012 training set [9] as it is one of the few datasets that contains ground truth for non synthetic large displacement optical flow estimation. We use patches of 130 of the 194 images of the set for training and patches of the remaining 64 images for validation. Each tested network is trained with 10 Million negative and 10 Million positive samples in total. Furthermore, we publicly validate the performance of our approach by submitting our results to the KITTI 2012 and the recently published KITTI 2015 [15] evaluation portals. We use the original Flow Field parameters except for the outlier filter distance and the random search distance R. is set to the best value for each network (with accuracy ±0.25, mostly: = 1.5). The random search distance R is set to 2 for four iterations and to R = 1 for two additional iterations to increase accuracy. The batch size is set to 100 and m to 1.
To evaluate the quality of our optical flow results we calculate the endpoint error (EPE) for non occluded areas (noc) as well as occluded + non occluded areas (all). (noc) is a more direct measure as CNNs are only trained here. However, the interpolation into occluded areas (we use EpicFlow [17] for that) depends strongly on good matches close to the occlusion boundary, where matching is especially difficult due to partial occlusions of patches. Furthermore, like [9] , we measure the percentage of pixels with an EPE above a threshold in pixels (px). 1 Even if outlier filtering would be performed by matching error, the actual matching stays a decision problem. 
Comparison of CNN based Multi Scale Feature Map Approaches
In Table 2 we compare the original feature creation approach ( Figure 1 left) with our approach (Figure 1 right) . We also examine two variants of our approach: nolowpass which does not contain the "Low Pass 2x" blocks and all resolutions which uses 2 n−1 up/downsampling for scale n. The reason why all resolutions does not work well is demonstrated in Figure 2 (a) . Starting from a distance between p + 2 and p − 2 of 9 pixels, CNN based features created on a 2x down-sampled image match more robustly than CNN based features created on the full image resolution. This is insufficient. We desire a higher matching robustness from around 2R = 4 pixels (the maximum search distance of random search on scale 2). As this is not the case, we use it for scale 3 (where the random search distance is 4R = 8 pixels).
One can argue that by training the CNN with more close by samples N close (p + 2 ) more accuracy could be gained. But raising extremely the amount of close by samples only reduces the accuracy threshold from 9 to 8 pixels. Using a CNN with smaller 32x32 patches does not raise the accuracy either -it even clearly decreases it. Figure 2 (b) shows that downsampling decreases the matching robustness error significantly for larger distances. In fact, for a distance above 170 pixels, the relative error of 4x downsampling is reduced by nearly 100% compared to No downsampling -which is remarkable.
Multi resolution network training We examine 3 variants of training our multi resolution network: training it on 100%, 50% and 25% resolution although it is only used for 50% and 25% resolution, at testing time (ours in Figure 2 ), training it on 50% and 25% resolutions, where it is used for at testing time (ms res 2+) and training it only on 100% resolution (ms res 1). As can be seen in Figure 2 training on all resolutions (ours) clearly performs the best. Probably, mixed training data performs the best as samples of the highest resolution provide the largest entropy while samples of lower resolutions fit better to the problem. However, training samples of lower resolutions seem to harm training for higher resolutions. Therefore, we use an extra CNN for the highest resolution.
Loss Functions and Mining
We compare our losses L t and L g to other state-of-the-art losses and Hard Mining [19] in Figure 3 and Table 3 . As can be seen, our thresholded loss l t with t = 0.3 clearly outperforms all other losses. DrLIM [10] reduces the mentioned flaw in the hinge loss, by training samples with small hinge loss less. While this clearly reduces the error compared to hinge, it cannot compete with our thresholded loss l t . Furthermore, no speedup during training is possible like with our approach. CENTRIFUGE [8] is a variant of DrLIM that performed worse than DrLIM in our tests.
Hard Mining [19] only trains the hardest samples with the largest hinge loss and thus also speeds up training. However, the percentage of samples trained in each batch is fixed and does not adapt to the requirements of the training data like in our approach. With our data, Hard Mining becomes unstable with a mining factor above 2 i.e. the loss of negative samples becomes much larger than the loss Table 3 : Results on KITTI 2012 [9] validation set. Best result is bold, 2. best underlined. SIFTFlow uses our pipeline tailored for CNNs, while SIFTFlow* uses the original pipeline [1] (Figure 1 left) . of positive samples. This leads to poor performance (r = 96.61% for Hard Mining x4). We think this has to do with the fact that the hardest of our negative samples are much harder to train than the hardest positive samples. Some patches are e.g. fully white due to overexposure (negative training has no effect here). Also, many of our negative samples have, in contrast to the samples of [19] , a very small spatial distance to their positive counterpart. This makes their training even harder (We report most failures for small distances, see supplementary material), while positive samples do not change.
To make sure that our dynamic loss based mining approach (L t with t = 0.3) cannot become unstable towards much larger negative loss we tested it to an extreme: we randomly removed 80% of the negative training samples while keeping all positive. Doing so, it not only stayed stable, but it even used a smaller positive/negative sample training ratio than the approach that has all training samples -possibly it can choose harder positive samples that contribute more for training. Even with this removal of 80% (8 million) of the possible samples we achieved a matching robustness r of 99.18%.
L g performed best for g = 0.4 which corresponds to the gap of L t , t = 0.3 (g Lt = 1 − 2t). However, even with the best g, L g performs significantly worse than L t . We found that the variance of the L 2 distances for positive as well as negative samples is much larger for L g than L t (See supplementary material). This is probably disadvantageous. In contrast, L t is designed to keep the variance small.
Matching Robustness plots Some loss functions perform worse than others although they have a larger matching robustness r. This can mostly be explained by the fact that they perform poorly for large displacements (as shown in Figure 3 (b) much more important as missing matches for small displacements can be easier to handle e.g. by interpolation. However, an averaged r over all pixels does not consider this. Figure 3 also shows the effect of the parameter t in L t . Up to some t, all distances and flow displacements are improved, while small distances and displacements benefit more. Starting from around t = 0.3 small distances and displacements are still further improved, but the matching robustness for large ones decreases. Finally, from around t = 0.4 there is only deterioration in matching robustness. L g performs worse than L t mainly at small distances and large displacements.
Figure 3 also shows that low pass filtering the feature map increases the matching robustness for all distances and displacements. In our tests, a 2.25× low pass performed the best (with ±0.25). Engineered SIFTFlow features can benefit from much higher low pass filters which makes the original pipeline ( Figure 1 left) extremely efficient for them. However, using them with our pipeline (which recalculates features on different resolutions) shows that their low matching robustness is indeed justified (see Table 3 ). SIFTFlow also performs better in outlier filtering. Due to such effects that can so far not directly be trained, it is still challenging to beat well designed purely heuristic approaches with learning. Patchbatch also failed in beating state-of-the-art heuristic approaches like Flow Fields without their advanced batch normalization (See Patchbatch *(51x51) in Table 4 ).
Public Results
Our results on the KITTI 2012 [9] and 2015 [15] test sets (without public ground truth) are shown in Table 4 and 5. For the public results we used 4 extra iterations with R = 1 for best possible subpixel accuracy and for similar runtime to the original Flow Field approach. On KITTI 2012 our approach is the best in all considered measures, although we use a much smaller patch size than Patchbatch 71x71 (Patchbatch is the only CNN based approach, so far). Considering only Patchbatch 51x51 which uses a similar patch size our approach is significantly better.
On KITTI 2015 we also clearly outperformed Patchbatch. We do not outperform SOF [18] in the background. However, this approach uses homogeneous assumptions about the spatial structure of the flow which improves the results in the background drastically. It also improves results for rigid foreground objects like cars, but does not work for non rigid objects. In contrast, our approach does not have any preferences. Still we outperform SOF and all other approaches -including yet unpublished ones (that are not shown in Figure 5 ) -clearly in the foreground. Our runtime is: 4.5s for CNNs (GPU) + 16.5s Flow Fields (CPU) + 2s for up/downsampling and low pass filtering (CPU).
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we presented a novel extension to the hinge embedding loss that not only outperforms other losses in learning robust patch representations, but also allows to increase the training speed and to be robust regarding unbalanced training data. Furthermore, we presented a new multi scale feature creation approach for CNNs and proposed new evaluation measures by plotting matching robustness with respect to patch distance and motion displacement. We also showed that low pass filtering feature maps created by CNNs improves the matching result. All together, we proved the effectiveness of our approach by submitting it to the KITTI evaluation portals where we achieved state-of-the-art results (the best result on KITTI 2012, and KITTI 2015 foreground objects).
In future work, we want to find out if low pass filtering also helps in other application like sliding window object detection [16] . We want to further improve our loss function L t e.g. by a dynamic t that depends on the properties of training samples and combines our loss function with the batch normalization of [8] . So far, we just used a patch size of 56x56 pixels, but [8] demonstrated that larger patch sizes perform even better. It might be interesting to find out which is the largest beneficial patch size from which on the quality does not increase anymore.
